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About This Game

"One of the most interesting and promising experiments in making large, complex games I've seen on the Vive." -
Many A True Nerd

"If RPGs in VR are your thing, definitely check this out." - UploadVR

“Strange Company has created a massive world that you can spend far too many hours in.” - VRFocus

-----

Cast spells, perform rituals, learn terrible truths and try not to die in this massive Dark Souls-inspired VR RPG.

You awaken in a darkened castle – or is it something else? – full of dangerous creatures, a history of tragedy, and arcane powers
that you can wield. From there, you’ll delve into the weird landscape of the Well Of All Rewards...

While playing Left-Hand Path, You Will

Learn arcane gestures to cast powerful spells: fling acid missiles, strike your foes using a lightning staff, rain meteors
from the sky, conjure an army of screaming skulls, flaming boulders from the ground, and many more.

Master a complex ritual magic system based on historical Hermetic magic.

Delve deep into a fleshed-out game experience - over 15 hours of single-player, VR-exclusive content so far and
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more to come.

Become part of a history of human greed and ambition, tragedy, sacrifice in the name of love, and lust for power.

Fight lethal monsters that will test both your physical skills – duck, dodge, outmanoeuvre – and your mastery of magic.

Explore eerie landscapes, and interact with other humans, including historical figures like Lord Byron and Samuel
Taylor Coleridge – and with stranger creatures still.

Gather the fallen Husks of your foes to gain power and unlock new abilities.

Choose whether to explore nooks and crannies of the world to discover secret truths and powers.

Left-Hand Path ISN'T

Left-Hand Path is NOT a seated VR experience. In Left-Hand Path you'll gesture to cast spells, squat to avoid an axe
larger than your whole body, dodge to let arrows whizz past you, duck to look into secret passages, hook hidden items
into view, and more. It's specifically designed for room-scale, and it's room-scale only.

Left-Hand Path is NOT a short arcade experience. It's a fully-fleshed-out, voice-acted, animated RPG with over 15
hours' play time.

Left-Hand Path is NOT easy. To quote my biggest inspiration for the project, Dark Souls, "Prepare To Die". But it's also
not unfair. Enemies do have weaknesses, and you have the power of magic itself. You'll find your way.

We'll see you in the Well of All Reward.

We Who Watch The Well await you...

Play Style Details

Locomotion: Left-Hand Path supports both teleport-style locomotion and sliding-style locomotion.

Left-Handed Support: Left-handed play is fully supported.

Low-Terror And Story Mode: Prefer to play an RPG experience without the pant-ruining terror? Or want to enjoy the
experience without so many gruesome deaths? Left-Hand Path now has optional Low-Terror and Story Modes so you can enjoy

the game.

Arachnophobia Mode If you'd prefer to avoid spider-like enemies, Left-Hand Path has an optional spider-free mode for you to
enjoy - but don't think that makes it otherwise less challenging!

Minimum Spec: Left-Hand Path should run smoothly on any PC that's VR-ready.

Play Time: Left-Hand Path is 15 hours of play time or more. This is not an experience you'll go through in a single play
session!

Steam reviewers say...

“I was lured in by its enchanting graphics and fantasy lore that just blends in so well with the story. They're also horror elements
I've jumped more in this game than any horror game I played with only two of the scares rigged.” - Knytron OMEGA

“My girlfriend said "this isn't as scary as you said." Then the very first enemy in the entire game attacked her. She screamed and
tried to rip the Vive off, failed, and ran directly into the wall then fell on the ground.” - Deathdefy
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“This game is right up there with Vanishing Realms. It's the scariest game I have ever played and the graphics and sound are
excellent.” - Montaigne
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this is a decent game, and more so if youre into magic and the like. the spell system has tremendous potential but i feel it needs
more visual and sound feedback to show youre this powerful wizaed. also it should a warning to how scary the game could be as
its more like a horror game as well. all in all, i reccommend!. I've just completed what is available in the current early access
release. Without getting into the details and spoiling specific encounters, the game can be very creepy at times! Definitely a
reccomendation from me, and the relatively low price compared to other similar Vive games right now is a big plus. There's a
few hours of content, and the dev seems like he or she really has a plan for the story and game mechanics as more content is
added. Additionally, the dev is open to community feedback and suggestions, which shows that he or she actually cares about
making this a great Vive experience.

I won't get into the details of the mechanics or anything, as some research could explain most of it, but it's unique from what
I've seen of other VR titles.

My only complaint? It ended too soon!. I got stuck within like 30min in this game (didn't now how to progress). Feels and looks
increadible though!. If you like tense, thrilling escapism in a Lovecraftian horror-esque atmosphere, this is your bread and
butter.

The Experience:
Rather than focusing on jumpscares, LHP utilizes ambiance, sound and creepy locales to build tension, with the story slowly
unraveling as you find notes, books and characters in-game.

With only a dim arcane light to illuminate your surroundings, you find yourself peering around corners and keeping something
solid at your back as you strain to spot shuffling movement or glowing eyes in the darkness beyond the comfort of your small
pool of light. Later in the game, you upgrade your arcane light spell and much of the tension is relieved with knowing where
your enemies lie. The Dev cleverly circumvents this and brings the tension roaring back in a crescendo with truly terrifying
creatures visible only out of the corner of your eye.

Locomotion:
Several locomotion options are available to accomodate those who prefer teleportation systems, as well as those with iron
stomachs who favor slide locomotion for a truly immersive experience. There is even a room extender option that translates
small movements inside your play area into exaggerated character movement in-game, allowing even small play areas to be used
for physical exploration.

Spell System:
The spell system is very well done, and while you have little health and no regeneration, careful preparation and skill allows for
very rewarding combat without ever making you feel too powerful for the enemies you face. Similar to Dark Souls combat, as
you progress you become more proficient at dispatching enemies, but a single slip-up still costs you dearly.

Combat:
Game mechanics allow for different playstyles and strategies as well. You can teleport to keep enemies at bay, cast defensive
spells or even dodge and duck to avoid taking damage. The Room Extender function synergizes well with this tactic, allowing
you to dodge just out of an attack's reach. Once you've mastered dodging it can be a supremely satisfying experience.

The Dev is very involved with the community and open to feedback as development of this VR gem progresses.
10/10. An awesome experience for VR and by far my favorite game on the Vive as of now. The room extending movement
setting is an excellent feature and helps add to the immersion since it enables you to actually walk through the world by using
your room scale space. Game is creepy and adrenaline inducing but not to the point of it being unplayable. Spells are fairly
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simple to cast using the gesture system (though I found myself fumbling around during the first few surprise encounters). Even
though the game is still being developed I would highly recommend it even in its current state.. So i've played this game for
about 40 minutes, and have yet to complete the first ritual for the key. I know exactly how to do it (read the guide) but I would
stop playing after being scared ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ by the first undead guy who always seems to sneak up behind me. So I've
restarted the game 3 or 4 times so far, and the first guy still scares me into quitting the game every time.

10/10 would restart the game again. I want to like this game but 77 mins on record as of writing this review and i still cant beat
the first "boss" you come across. I feel like i've seen maybe 5% of the actual game but no matter how hard i try i just cant seem
to progress. I know it's suppost to be a hard game like dark souls but blinding the character by making them unable to see more
then 1 foot in front of them just makes killing a fast moving boss impossible for me. I've tried multiple times and it always ends
with me quiting in frustration. I would recommend this game but if you arent looking for super hard content or dont like spooky
stuff i'd stay away.. My girlfriend said "this isn't as scary as you said." Then the very first enemy in the entire game attacked her.
She screamed and tried to rip the Vive off, failed, and ran directly into the wall then fell on the ground.

Obviously she's out, but I've now played through to the boss of Sathariel (only the second area). I am really enjoy it; I like the
soft levelling system, mini puzzles and rituals with runes. As others have said, spell variety could be increased (though it's far
from bad); maybe a crowd control spell or something? Huge fan though; the gesture recognition is bang on. My favourite VR
game, even above Vanishing Realms.

When someone makes the first decent VR MMO, I hope the mage class's gameplay is filthily plagiarised from Left-Hand Path.
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Great game, great dev who actively answers questions and takes suggestions. This is a very cool dungeon crawler, with several
hours of content. And with locomotion options, everyone can explore this world the way they want.. Seriously, if you're going to
make up words/abilities, please at least write up some documentation on what the baseline abilities do...I really feel like I've
wasted time, misery (and underpants!) only to find out I selected an upgrade that effectively makes my least favorite spell glow
blue or blow me kisses. Meanwhile, I have to head back into Shawshank with the bull queers to 'guess right' and get lucky. No
thanks. I'll be watching carefully and if someone wouild be so kind and put something together (just a little more than what a
kind gentleman already has posted.) I'd really like to keep playing.. I have played this game through the first two "levels", and
have shown it to many a recently-dead friend (I swear there's no connections there...). There are some who have called this game
a "VR Dark Souls" and while I'm inclined to disagree, there are similarities. For those who are faint of heart, this is much
scarier than even some 'horror' VR games out there. It's not exactly meant to be scary, as far as I can tell. I haven't run into any
jump scares or needlessly loud noises, but the fact that you can die at almost any moment, coupled with how hard it is to cast in
combat while you're stressing about how easy it is to die (a vicious cycle) can combine to make some heart pounding gameplay
without the need for cheap tricks.

That's the atmosphere, now let's move on to the packaging: this is a VR game, and it feels like it. With options for either
teleporting or 'slide-walking' this game gets it RIGHT. My brother can't do the slide, he gets sick, so the teleport is great for
him. I love slide-walk, however, and don't play any other way. The fact that this is an option, and you can even use /both at
once/ is amazing. As for the spells, the feeling of actually memorizing hand motions to cast spells and rituals is wonderful, and
while still slightly buggy (it's early access people, what do you expect?) has great potential. I can see this kind of intricate
runework getting coupled with some voice commands to do amazing things one day (perhaps on some of those 'VRMMO's
coming out?). The wish-fulfilment is there, and it is great.

As for the game itself, it is very good. Graphics are as you'd expect for todays VR games - a good mix of form and function.
They look good enough to draw you in as believable, and are blocky/simple enough to run without problems on most machines
(assuming those machines can already run VR, that is). I could ask for some slightly better meshes on the monsters, but like I
said, early access. I can wait!

All in all, Left-Hand Path is an amazing mystery game. Yes, you heard me right - at the core of this game, a mystery is waiting
to be solved. The plot, so far, is solid. Get in there, Quisling!. i am super excited that a game like this exists. a fun dark wizard
game. one suggestion i have although kind of a ton of work is to have a narrator reading the text of the scrolls and stuff, because
reading is kind of a pain in vr and i feel like the game gets a ton of depth from the story in the scrolls/books/etc. anyway i made
a 2 minute review of this game here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aetRzy-_9A. The magic mechanics are pretty cool. I think the idea of having to go through
the world with little explanation, having to figure out things for yourself by reading ingame lore is pretty awesome, however I
this game is way too damn frightening to me.

The assets are not that pretty to look at and the sound is mediocre at best, but I can certainly see this game becoming a pretty
good horror game (and already being a good one for a few hours).

I think demoing this to friends who are into horror would be a great thing. I'd love to watch and comment and try to guide them
through, but I have to say it's too much for me to handle.

I've played through Amnesia and Penumbra quite ok and enjoyed them thoroughly, but Left hand path is really just a step too
much for me.

If you like horror games and games where you need to figure stuff out yourself then this is definitely a nice buy.
However, I feel like the combat boils down to panickly casting spells and loosing a bit of the "I am a magician with lots at my
disposal" feeling. You don't really have combat in the tradition sense but it feels a bit more like a QTE where you just need to
cast a spell properly and you survive.

I'd love slower enemies with more heads-up time and a longer fight where I can and should utilize different spells and
techniques. I'm talking the freedom to go with different spells though, not being restricted to one specific chain.
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@Dev: I love what you did and I have to say I am a bit disappointed in myself that I just can't bring myself to play it :P.
awesome, very well put together game. very glad i purchased. the mechanics work great and if you like a challenge with a lil
scare to it this is for you. glad i took the chance and payed the money well worth it.. Darl Souls in VR...Kinda.

It most certainly has it's similarities in the darker tone, few respawn locations. Enemies respawn when you die and you do not
seem to regen health. It is still a cool game.
The length of this game is very good.. OK, this is of course *very* early on in the development cycle, but so far the game is
shaping up to have an excellent atmosphere and presence, and is making great use of mechanics only available today on the
Vive.

The spell system is unique and promising, and the story really compliments the environment nicely. I'm excited to see where this
title is going, and happy to recommend it to anyone who relishes a 'real VR' experience.. Just non-sensical
crap....Boring....vanishing realms meets more boring ultima dos game with the confusion of it all while looking at the other
games that actually got it right. An awesome experience for VR and by far my favorite game on the Vive as of now. The room
extending movement setting is an excellent feature and helps add to the immersion since it enables you to actually walk through
the world by using your room scale space. Game is creepy and adrenaline inducing but not to the point of it being unplayable.
Spells are fairly simple to cast using the gesture system (though I found myself fumbling around during the first few surprise
encounters). Even though the game is still being developed I would highly recommend it even in its current state.
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